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Chair
Brian Mathews [He/Him]
● Been working with other directors on some BIG projects (nothing to announce yet, but you’ll see soon!)
● You’re going to see a lot of “not a lot to report” from me until these projects are announced. I am working, just on long-term stuff!
● Wanted to remind people that we have an HR (Human Relationship) department. Please email any concerns to hr@kumoricon.org.
Infrastructure

Director: Ash/Bunny (She/Her)

Kumoricon Twitch mod: FieryAshes - Discord: ashybunny#1767
● Working behind the scenes on some projects and I can’t wait until I can actually talk about it.
● Working with my great team in Infrastructure to keep us all informed and on the same page through these weird and trying times.
● If you are/were on my team and haven’t heard from me, expect to soon.
No cute pictures or gifs for this. Just a super somber and serious slide for a moment. I just want to say, as someone who just lost another person two days ago as well as just in general...

I’m super proud of everyone here. Keep going.

Stay safe, stay healthy, and even if it doesn’t feel like there’s a lot you can do right now - please just keep going and do what you can. No matter what you’re up to, remember to wear a mask and to social distance even when we do get to a point to reopening at various phases in all the many places we may find ourselves.

We need to take care of ourselves and each other.

(DFTBA friends.)
Membership

Charmaine Martinez

My world’s on fire, how ‘bout yours?

Yup.
Pre-Registration Numbers

As of June 14th:
1,666 Weekend
21 VIP

51 person decrease from 2019
I’m Learning!

- Had productive meetings with Reg Dev and Website
- Staff Registration hand-off going well - still have emails to send
- Some work still under construction!
- Taking it slow and steady with a little help from my friends and mentors!
Stay hopeful! FIGHT ON!
Operations

Ben Riker
He/Him/Hey you
THERE IS NO REPORT
IN BA SING SE
Programming

Devin Hunter
He/Him
Scobie#3041
Nothing to report... so here are some memes!
Publicity

Samantha Rushford [She/Her]
Publicity Updates

- Lots of behind the scenes writing
- Still working on the discord for public side (including emojis!!)
- Plans for merchandise sales are exciting
- Most of the rest of our work has been behind the scenes
Publicity Staffing Needs

- Could use some content creators to join our social media team
- Could use some Discord experts to help with our public Discord project
- Do you like illustrating and/or printmaking? Join our mixed media team!
- Excited about our new merch? Could always use help selling it, join merch!
- Looking for people interested in joining our website development team
Relations
Sam Fletcher-Taylor [She/Her]
Updates

Everything is top secret

Sam forgot to do her slides

Things are happening (nothing is happening)
Updates

- Continuing to work on internal procedural stuff
- Further meetings to assist with Staff Registration handoff to Membership
Staffing needs

- Continuing to seek an Assistant Secretary!
  - Meeting minutes
    - Both membership meetings and executive meetings
    - Note-taking, editing, verifying, cleaning up for publication
  - Record-keeping
    - Maintenance and organization of convention’s Google Drive storage
    - Making sure important documents are added, and can be found
  - Policy and legal-oriented research
    - Familiarity with internal and public-facing organization policies
    - Policy is the domain of all departments, but Secretary focuses on it more
    - Help distill an initiative into specific rules or procedures
  - Very details-focused - lots of organization and planning
    - Position may be a fit even if you don’t have experience in all three areas
Staffing needs continued

- Seeking Archivist Coordinator
  - Help maintain and organize our cross-department Google Drive storage
  - Help organize content by department and section, and by year
  - Make sure important documents are added, and can be found

- For all open positions:
  - Apply at the staff application form online
  - Email secretary@kumoricon.org for questions.
Treasurer

Jo Ayers, they/them
Outreach
Good of the Order!
Good of the Order!

TOWER OF GOD
Sign-Up for Staff!

https://www.kumoricon.org/staff-application
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